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SECTION . A

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

R€ad the following passage and answer the questions given below:

"The question ofLinguistic Provinces has not only led to a great deal ofcontoversy bom out
ofparty prejudices and party interests but it has led to a difference ofopinion as to the merits
there of. The points ofcontroversy relate to claims and counter-claims as between contiguous
Provinces to teritories as well as to the terms of their inclusion. I shall deal with tirem at a
later stage in so far as they relate to the creation ofthe Maharashtra Province. I shall first take
up the question ofthe merits ofthe proposal for Linguistic Provinces.

What is the purpose which lies behind the demand for Linguistic Provinces? The generality
of those who advocate the creation of Linguistic Provinces do so because they believe that
the Provinces have different languages and cultules. They should therefore have the fullest
scope to develop their languages and their cultures. In other words, the Provinces have all the
elements of a distinct nationality and they should be allowed the freedom to grow to their
fullest in nationhood.

In discussing the question of creating such Linguistic Provinces it would be very short-
sighted to omit from one's consideration the fact that the structure of Govemment of India of
the future is to be cast in a dual folm: (a) a Cenhal Govemment and (b) a number of
Provincial Govemments inextricably interlinked and inter-woven in the discharge of their
respective Legislative, Executive and Administrative firnctions. Before one could agree to the
creation of Linguistic Provinces, one must, therefore, consider the effects which Linguistic
Provinces would have on the working ofthe Central Government.

Among the many effects that may be envisaged. the following are ob\,ious : (1) Linguistic
Provinces will result in creating as many nations as there are groups with pride in their race,
language and literature. The Central Legislatue will be a League ofNations and the Central
Executive may become a meeting of separate and solidified nations fiiied with the
consciousness of their being separate in culture and therefore in interests. They may develop
the mentality of political insubordination, i.e., refusal to obey the majo ty or of staging
walkouts. The development of such a mentality is not to be altogether discounted. If such a
mentality grows it may easily make the working of the Central Govemment impossible. (2)

The qeation of Linguistic Prcvinces would be fatal to the maintenance of the necessary

administrative relations between the Centre and the Provinces. If each Province adopts its
own language as its ot'Iicial language the Central Govemment will have to corespond in as

many official languages as there are Linguistic Provinces. This must be accepted as an

impossible task. How great a deadlock Linguistic Provinces vill create in the working ofthe
Governmental machine can be better understood by studying the effects of Linguistic
Provinces on the Judiciary. ln the new set-up, each Province will have a High Cout with a

series of subordinate courts below it. At the apex ofthese High Courts will be the Supreme

Court with the right to hear appeals against the decisions of the High Courts. On the basis of
Linguistic Provinces, Courts of each Province including its High Cout will conduct their
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proceedings in the language of the Province. What is the Supreme Cout to do when its

jurisdiction is invoked for rectilying a wrong done by the High Court? The Supreme Coufi

will have to close down. For, if it is to function - every judge ofthe Supreme Court - I am

omitting for the moment the lawye$ practicing therein must know the language ofevery

Province - which it is impossible to provide for. No one can contemplate such a situation

with equanimity. lt may lead to a break-up of India. Instead of remaining united, lndia may

end in becoming Europe faced with the prospect ofchaos and disorder."

(Rrom DR. Babasaheb Ambedhar: Wfitings an.l Speeches Volunle No: l)

the claims and counter claims between

B. Neighbouring C. Different

2. The passage first takes up the issue of

A. The proposal for the creation ofthe Maharashta Province
B. The terdtodes as well as to the terms oftheir inclusion
C. Medts ofthe proposal for Linguistic Provinces

D. The pafiy prcjudices and pafy interests

3, The second point in the essay discusses

A. Purposes behind the demand for Linguistic Provinces
B. Contoversy around creation ofLinguistic Provinces
C. Nationality and nationalism
D. Parochialism

4. What is to be cast in a dual form?

A. Centml Govenment
C. LinguisticProvinces

B. Provincial Govemments
D. Stucture of Govemment of lndia

1. This article discusses
terito es:

A. Friendly

5.

6.

Provinces to

D. Infectious

What according to the author may create challenges to the workings of the central
govemment?

A. Disobedience
B. Nations uithin narions
C. Cultural differences
D. Possibilities ofdisobedience and multiple official languages

Wlich of the functions of the Central govemment, according to the above passage

will be most affected by the qeation of linguistic states?

D. AdministrativeA. Judiciary B. Executive C. Legislative
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7. The author opines that no one can contemplate creation of seveml different linguistic

provinces with 

-:
A. Imagination B. Composue C. Impartiaiity D. Justice

8. An epistemology that believes that social phenomena can be objectively resealched

and data about the social world can be collected 3nd measured:

A. Realism B lnterpretivism C Constn-rctivism D Positivism

9. ln research, 'study ofbeing' which is concemed with what actually exists in the world

about which humans can acquire knowledge, is the branch called:

A. Typology B. Methodology C. Ontology D Epistemology

10. The t)?e of research that tackles "real-world problems in participatory and

collaborative ways in order to produce action and knowledge":

A. Action research B. Evaluative research

C. Conceptual research D Ethnographic research

11. A research hypothesis is:

A. "an identification and description oftheoretical framevrork "
B. "a testable assertion about a relationship or relationships between two or

more concepts "
C. "a presumption about plausible research questions and solutions " 

.

D. "a procedure used to iientify, select' process and analyse information about a

Topic."

12. "A translation theory that considers the new text as a primary one' that is' a new

' o ginal text, and the translator a creator in his'trer own right":

A. The linguistic approach B The cannibalistic approach

C. The coimunicative apprcach D The hermeneutic approach

13. A research that allows practitioners to address those concems that are closest to them'

ones ovel which they can exl'libit some influence and make change:

A. Qualitative resea.rch B Action research

C. iesc.iptive research D Quantitative research

14. The Map: A Beginner's Guide to Doing Research i Tra slatio studies was authorcd

by:

A. Gabriela Saldanha and Sharon 0' Brien

B. Sherry Simon and Maria TYmoczko

C. Jenny Williams ard Andre$ Cheslerman

D. Mona Baker and Cabriela Saldanha
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15. W}tat helps when developing a research question?

A. Formulating Objectives B. Specific guidelines inbooks
C. Subj€ct knowledge D. Methodology

16. Consider the following situations:

a. The coffee in my cup tastes sweet. I have evidence that the coffee is sweet.

b. You have a throbbing pain in the head. You have evidence that you have a 
,

headache.
c. Brandon had a memory of having breakfast for cereal Brandon has evidence

about what Brandon had for breakfast.

d. Jack had more than four cups ofcoffee; therefore, it is evident that Jack had more

than three cups of coffee.

All these four situations consist of diffetent kind of experiential evidences. These

experiential evidences are :

i.Introspective ii.Perceptual iii.Intuitional iv.Memorial

Match the dght situation with the conect evidential experience.

a-ii,b i,c iv,d-iii
B a i,b-ii,c iii,d iv
c a-iv,b-iii,c i,d-ii
D a-iii,b iv,c-ii,d-i

1'1. Mary Lor.dse Pratt conceptualizes "Social spaces where cultures meet, clash and
gapple with each other, often in contexts of highly aslmmetdcal relations ofpower"
as:

B. Contact Zones
D. Conflict Zones

18. Identify the different categories of participants outlined by Langdridge and Hagger
Johnson.
i. Recruited and Identifiable ii. Unaware and ldentifiable
iii. Recruited and Anonymous iv. Unaware and Anonymous

A. i, iii B. i, iii, iv C. ii, iv D. i, ii, iii, iv

19. University Grants Commission (UGC) became a statutory body in

A. 1954 B. 195s C. 19s6 D. t95'7

20. "In oral situations the practice of translation has a performance-based aesthetic and
pragmatic. As a consequence, the pdmary cdterion of a good translation is a story
well and truly told, rather than close verbal or cultual fidelity, largely because there is
generally little or no value accorded to a fixed text per se as there is in literate
cultures."
(EnlaryingTlanslation, Enabling Translator -Maria Tymozcko)

A. Colonial Zones
C. Postcolonial Zones
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A ranslator olan oral lert should lherefore keep in mind lhe following criteria:

a) Rapid and clear $asp of pattems of language

b) verbal or cultural fidelity
c) Source text featues
d) A story well and truly told

Choose the best possible answer from the given optionsl

aandd
B bandc
c 4b,candd
D a, c, and d

21. Match the names ofthe authors and their works given in the following table:

Choose the dght order from the given opTions:

a i, b - ii, c - iii, d - iv.
B a iv,b iii,c ii,d i
c a ii, b iv, c i, d iii.
D a iii. b i, c iv, d ii.

))

23.

24.

25.

The measurable traits that can change ovel the course of a scientific experiment are

called

A. H'?otheses B. Constants C. Variables D Types

Testing of existing theories or hypotheses through data is research.

A. Deductive B lnductive C. Abductive D Empirical

Qualitative data in research is generally grounded in subjective and

perspective.

A. Objective B. Positivist C lnterpretivist D Relativist

R.K. Yin defines as "an enpirical inquiry that investigates a

"".i"tp".* oft".;-*" itt O"pth and within its real-life context' especially u'hen

th" to*Oai".i"t*aen the phenomenon and context are not clearly evident":

B

a) Eugene Nida D Descriptiw Translation Studies and
Betond

b) Jean-Paul Vinay and JeaIr

Darbalnet

iD A Linguistic Theory o:fTra slatiotx

c) I C Catford iii) Comparattue Stylistics of French

and English: A Methodologt for
Ttanslation

d) Gideon Tourv ir) Toward a Science ofTrdnslating
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A. Descriptive study B Prescdptive study

C. Case study D. Conceptual study

26. 'Likert Scale" is commonly used in 

-A. Contractions B. Questionnaires C. Mathematics D Maps

27. According to Mufloz Martin "Mental states and operations at play during the act of
traNlating" is the _- level.

A. Firstlevel B. Second level C. Third Level D Fourth level

28. Who uses the concept ofthe "author fimction"?

A. Rolald Barthes B. Denida C' Michel Foucault D. Gilles De]euze

29. 'Deconstruction' is a popular melhod of research in 

-'A. Basic Sciences B. Architectue C. Social Sciences D. Literature

30. The principles formulated by the fundamental research ale used in 

-'A. Applied research B. Ethnograplic research

C. Foundational research D. Historical research

31. which of the following method is free iiom the difficulties related with sampling,

control and validity of inferences?

A. Coffelational research B. Experimental method

C. Historical method D Survey method

32. The experimental merhod is 

-
A. A method for verilying a hypothesis B. A method deriving inferences

C. A variable cofirolling method D. A method controlling hypothesis

33.' The justifrable scientific list of all references is called 

-.

A. Index B. Bibliography C. Acknowledgement D Contents

34. lnlormalion is

A. Raw Data B. Processed Data C. lnput data D. Organized data

35. Which ofthe following is not covercd under Intellectual Property Rights?

A. Copyrights B. Thesaurus C. Patents D. Trade Marks

Y-80
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SECTION - B

TRANSLATION STUDIES

Read the following passage and ans*er the questions given below:

"Theoreticians of the global do not always agree as to what is understood by globalizalion'

For Roland Robertson, 'Globalization refers both to the compression ofthe world and to the

intensification of consciousness of the world as a whole' (Robertson 1992: 8) JPnathan

Friedman, for his part, claims that globalization 'is about processes of attribution of meaning

that are of a global natue' (Friedman 1995: 73). Globalized institutional stuctures are one

expression of globalization. As such they are a subset ofthe global system or global process

that describes, in a global context, 'the formation of centre/periphery structues' their

expansion, contraction, fragm€ntation and rc-establishment throughout cycies of shifiing

h"g"mony' (ibid.: 74). The advantage ofthe global systemic approach is that it foregrounds

historical contingency and avoids a diffusionist model of culture where globalization

becomes synonymous with Modemity and the West - Westem ideas gradually spreading to

the rest of the non-Western world. Jan Nederveen Pieterse argues that the

modernity/globalization apploach is a 'theoty of Westemization by another name' which

,"pli"ut"s ull the problems associated with Eurocentrism, a nairow window on the world'

historically and culturally' (Pieterse 1995: 47).A proliferation of terms can produce

discrimination in argument but it can also genente confusion We will use the term

'globalization' in the sense of a criticdl theory of globalization that encompasses global

,iou"rn"rrt. and exchanges of people' commodities and ideas, and a politico-historical

approach to changes in global processes. The great Ottoman, Muscovite' Aztec' lnca' Mali'

Ithiopian and M*ene Mutapa empires, the history ofthe Venetian and Dutch Republics' the

metamorphoses of colonialism, all attest to a dimension to globalization that is

geggraphically broad and historically ancient Stuart Hall situates England in a long history of

ltoiairution tt at tt^ been the experience of empire and he notes that 'we suffer increasingly

iro. u p.o""., of historical amnesia in which we think that just because we are thbking

about an idea it has only just stafied' (Hall 1991a:20) One does not have to runanempire'

however, to experience the global and theories of globalization open up another perspective'

the diasporic. Pieterse argues that historiogEphy to date has b€en dominated by the paradigm

of the ;ation_state so that cultue is nationalized and terdtorialized, but '[a] different

histodcal record can be constucted on the basis of thL contributions to culture fomation and

diffusion by diasporas, migrations, strangers, brokers' (Pieterse 1995: 64-5) The experience

of a non-imperial people of globalization can be aseconomic emigrants' political refugees'

mediators or indeed agents of empirc' This experience frequeDtly involves the transaction of

translation' Ifthis is the case, there are manifest consequences for tra'lslation history',,

(Ftom Translation ond Glo balisation by Michael Cronin)

36. In the diffusionist model of culture globalization becomes identical with:

A. Historical contingency B Social evolution

C. ftloa"-tty -a,ft'" w;st D Attribution ofmeaning that is ofa global nature'

Y-80
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3'7. Which is "a narow window on the world, historically and culturally?"

A. Global systemic approach B The non-Westem world

C. Shiftinghegemony D. Eurocentrism

3 8. Who uses the term 'globalization' in the sense of a cr"ilic4l theory of globalizalion?

A. W€ B Michael Cronin

C. Robertson, Friedman, Pieterse, and Michael Cronin D People of lreland

39. Which perspective may have manifest consequences for tuanslation history?

A. Diasporic B Hislodographic C Metropolitan D Global

40. A translation that "aftempts to produce the original as the author might have done if
he or she appeared in the given socio-historical time and place" is called:

A. Inter-linear version B. lnter-semiotic tanslation

C. Domestication D. Tmllsposition

4I. Michael Cronin's views aJe 

- 

views ofJan Nederveen Pieterse'

A. Contradictory to the B. Conesponding to the

C. Disparate with the D Broader than the

42. What is an Audio Visual Translation (AVT)?

A. Transfer from one language to another ofthe verbal components contained in
audio visual works

B. Synchronization ofmusic with visual in dudio visual works

. C. Synchronization ofdialogues with video in audio visual works in audio visual

works
D. Voice-over and Dubbing

43. What are the two major modes of Audio-Visual Translation (AVT) involved in Film

Translation?

A. Audio description and voice-over :
B. Using sign language and subtitling for the hard-of-hearing

C. Dubbing and Subtitling
D. Rendering a written text into a film

44. Author ofthe essay "On Linguistic Aspects ofTranslation":

A. J.C. Catford B. Walter Benjamin

C. Peter Nevlmark D Roman Jakobson
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45. Author ofthe book 1r?troducing Ttanslation Studiesl

A. Jeremy Munday B. Susan Bassnett

C. Mary Snell-Homby D. Maria Tylnoczko

46. Tick the opD oNE our which is not a part oflnteryreting Studies:

A.Simultaneousinteryretation BConsecutiveinterpretation
C. Adaptation D Sight translation

47. ln which text q?e the author or 'sendel' is foregrounded?

A. Expressive B. Infomative C. Audio-medial D Operative

48. Eugene Nida is considered to be the creator ofwhich dichotomy?

A. Semantic venus communicative translation
B. Alienating or foreignization versus naturalization or domestication

C. Direct translation versus oblique translation
D. Formal equivalence versus dynamic equivalence

49. 'Bittersweet' is an example of a,/an 

-.A. Maxim B. Oxymoron C. Metaphor D Aphorism

50. The te1m Translation Studies has been coined by 

-.A. Anthony PYm R Antonie Rerman

C. James Holmes D Douglas Robinson

51. Historically, Translation Studies has been

A. Illustative B. Descriptive C Prescriptive D Denotative

52. The descriptive history of interprcters in Eg,?t has been provided by 

-'
A. Friedrich Nietzsche
C. Michael Cronin

53. Identify the meaning of the phase in italics: He passed himsel.f olf as a noble man:

B. Mona Baker
D. Herodotus

54. Translation has been classified as 'rewording', 'tanslation proper' and

A. Was thought to be

C. Died as

'hansmutation' bY 

-.
A. Rainer Guldin
C. Roman Jacobson

B. Pretended to be

D. Was regarded as

B. Sherry Simon
D. Andrew Chesteman
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55. Van Doorslaer's map is divided into 'translation' and 'translation studies' Which of
the following is classified under 'translation studies'?

A. Mode B. Media C Literature D Theories

5b. My grandfather ualks r ery

A. quick B. fast C. fastly D quickly

5'/. What are the tbree steps of Eugene Nida's system oftanslation?

A. Analysis, translation, postediting B Analysis, restructuring, transfer

C. Analysis, transfer, restructudng D. Analysis, tansfer' exegesis

58. Who of the following defineC localization as 'a process by which digital content and

products developed in one locale are adapted for sale and use in another locale'-

A. Dunn€ B. Panish C Shadbolt D. Scattergood

59. The act of tanslating a work that has previously been translated into the same

language, or the result of such an act is

A. Reverse translation B. Transliteration

C. Retrarslation D. Back tanslation

60. Which ofthe following is the essay written by Walter Benjamin?

A. "The Task ofTranslator."
B. "On Linguistic Aspects ofTranslation "
C. "Translation: Literatwe and Letters "

. D. "The Misery ard Splendour ofTranslation."

61. Who proposed Translation-Oriented Text Analysis?

A. Chdstiane Nord B Mary Snell-Homby
C. Hans J. Vermeer D. Katharina Reiss

62. Wlat does the phase "traduttore tradittore" mean?

A. "Translator. Redeemer." B. "Translator, Traitor."
C. "Translator, Believer." D. "Translator, Invisible."

63. The author of "Politics of Translation" is 

-.A. Homi K. Bhabha B. Tejaswini Niranjana
C. Gayatd Chakravorty Spivak D Jhumpa Lahiri

64. Which ofthe following is a translation by William Jones?

A. Sacontala B. Rubaiyat C. Ramayana D. Uttararamacharita
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65. Which ofthe following is not a type translation mentioned by John Dryden?

A. Metaphrase B. Paratext C Paraphmse D lmitation

66. Identify the pioneers of'firnctional approach' in translation?

A. Sus.rn Bassnett& Andrew Lelevere
R Reiss & Vermeer
C. Catford and Jakobson

D. Etamar Even Zohar and Gideon Toury

6'7. Which of the following is not one of the four moves of George Steiner's concept of
hermeneulic motionl

A. Modulation B. lnitiative trust C. Incoryoration D. Compensation

68. Applied Translation Studies consists ofl

i. Translator training ii. Translation cdticism
iii. Translation aids iv. Translation process

A.iandiiionly B.iiandiiionly C i,ii,iii D i,iii,andiv

69. When was the first issue of Modern Poetty h Translatio' edited by Ted Hughes

published?

A. 1964 B. 1965 c. 1966 D 1967

'/0. Which of the following are the tlpes of equivalence relations listed by Wemer

Koller?

' i. Denotative Equilalence ii. Connotative Equivalence

iii. Text Nomative Equivalence iv. Inter-textuality

A.i,ii,ivonly B.i,ii,iiionly C i,ivonly D i' iii'ivonly
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